Facility Name and Address: City of St. Peters Rec-Plex
5200 Mexico Road
St. Peters, MO 63376
(South Pool)

Inspector’s name: Bob Wotring

Inspector’s telephone number: (636) 225-2834

Date of Inspection: December 12, 2003

Are there diving restrictions at this site? No
(If yes, please specify)

Pool Category: YARDS SHORT Course

Pool depth at:

3’ 3.5” (1m) from START end of pool 12’ 10”
16’ 5” (5m) from START end of pool 13’ 4”
3’ 3.5” (1m) from TURN end of pool 11’ 7”
16’ 5” (5m) from TURN end of pool 13’ 3”

Starting Block Height: 28”
(Measured from surface of water to leading edge of platform top)

Backstroke Turn Flags:
Distance from START end of pool 15’
Distance from TURN end of pool 15’

Pool Length:

As of: 7/12/2004 1:02 PM
Measured at shortest length of pool

75' 1½" (without pads)